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AMARO, R

RESUME AND SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION: This application proposes to develop a software platform that will facilitate ligand-protein pose prediction and affinity prediction or ranking that will benefit the computer-aided drug design (CADD) community. The proposed BTRR will utilize the Drug Design Data Resource (D3R) infrastructure and develop three Technology Resource and Development projects. TR&D1 will convert continuous evaluation of ligand pose predictions (CELPP) to a workflow-based challenge that will make container-based workflows accessible to specialists and non-specialists to perform multiple prediction protocols for ligand modeling. TR&D2 will create a compendium of docking, scoring, and ranking workflows for a large number of currently known therapeutic targets or homologous proteins suitable for rational selection by drug discovery teams that will facilitate tool dissemination outside the center. TR&D3 will develop a system to collect data for ligand-receptor docking, affinity prediction/scoring as well as CELPP ranking, workflows, and computational results using the web-accessible public database of measured binding affinities, BindingDB. TR&D3 will also develop a web-based interface and application programming interface for disseminating data to collaborators and the public. In general, the mail reviewers applauded the technical efforts to accelerate small molecule drug docking benchmarking. The Editorial panel, however, thought that the workflow automation and containerization is not the innovation needed to solve current problems with small molecule docking and affinity prediction.

The Editorial reviewers noted that TR&D1 will make CADD methods somewhat more accessible, but that the proposed approach lacked enough targets, method development, and innovation. The reviewers thought the research team lacks docking expertise as well as a discussion of current critical issues in the area of structural based drug design. The lack of method development that will provide docking or scoring improvements was considered a weakness. At the end of discussion, the Editorial panel agree that TR&D1 would facilitate benchmarking, but was unlikely to improve CADD meta-analysis and results, and therefore was likely to have a moderate impact.

The Editorial reviewers viewed the integration of docking protocols in TR&D2 as a logical extension of previous work on affinity predictions which would increase the speed and standardization of analysis. The evaluation of TR&D2 by the Mail reviewers was considered superficial, and the Editorial reviewers thought that while the approach was straightforward it would not have a major impact. The Editorial reviewers commented on the close overlap between TR&D1 and TR&D2 in terms of method and technology development with the main difference appearing to be the type of data. The Editorial reviewers thought that TR&D2 had a relatively superficial connection to the Driving Biological Projects (DBPs), and that the DBPs would not drive technology development. At the end of discussion, the Editorial panel agreed that the chief advantage of TR&D2 would be making the use of the CELPP framework for affinity prediction faster and easier, but would not have a major impact on the field of CADD.

The Editorial reviewers noted that TR&D3 has no unique workflows, is limited to a support role for the other TR&Ds, and doesn’t have a substantive independent component. The Editorial reviewers saw no apparent connection or synergy to the DBPs. One of the Editorial reviewers highlighted a concern by Mail reviewer #2 that an overreliance on automatic or superficial curation of the affinity and crystallographic data could become an impediment to the other TR&Ds and DBPs. At the end of discussion, that Editorial panel viewed TR&D3 as a subset of one or both of the first two TR&Ds.

The Editorial reviewers noted that the DBPs focused on software developers and docking methods, and not biology. The Editorial reviewer thought the connection between the DBPs and TR&Ds was superficial, and the feedback the DBPs would provide as highly limited. DBP9 (Drug Discovery @ Home) was considered the one DBP of note in terms of innovation, but that this exercise was done more than a decade ago and doesn’t appear to be cited in the application. The Editorial panel did not think the DBPs would drive technology development.
The Editorial reviewers thought Community Engagement plan was strong overall. The D3R is a highly visible resource for docking and scoring, and that software will likely be portable, well documented, and user friendly. One Editorial reviewer expressed a concern that there appears to be two classes of researchers in the proposal – developers and users, and that users don’t appear to be engaged, and that Community Engagement was missing a component to address biological questions.

At the end of discussion, the Editorial panel thought the proposal was feasible but that the workflow automation and containerization proposed would not address the current fundamental problems limiting small molecule docking and affinity prediction, and that the impact on the field of CADD would be moderate to low.

**DESCRIPTION (provided by applicant):** The overall goal of the Drug Design Data Resource (D3R) is to create technologies that will enable dramatic advances in two core purposes of computer-aided drug design (CADD): ligand-protein pose prediction and affinity prediction or ranking. Success in this endeavor will lower the cost and accelerate the discovery of new medications across a range of therapeutic areas. Our approach is based on a recognition that the field currently lacks effective methods to test the accuracy of CADD methods, and that such methods are needed to advance the state of the art. A major challenge is the shortage of unpublished data that can be used to carry out blinded -- and hence objective, large-scale -- and hence statistically significant -- tests. We propose to overcome this challenge by tapping into two large, existing flows of data in a manner that will generate effectively blinded prediction challenges two orders of magnitude larger than are possible today: previously unutilized new PDB co-complexes with druglike ligands, and a flow of newly curated protein-ligand binding data that we will generate using methods already established by BindingDB. Furthermore, CADD methods are increasingly complicated and thus, we need a way to dramatically increase the scale and throughput, as well as the rigor and reproducibility, of the methods employed. We see the development of automated workflows, encapsulating the entire end-to-end CADD experiment, as a key technology to embrace and enable. Thus, we propose to create software and workflow frameworks that will coordinate these continuous, blinded prediction challenges and automatically archive the results, and we will also disseminate and evaluate the results. This work will be done in concert with two classes of Driving Biomedical Project partners. The first class comprises CADD method developers who will use the new frameworks to test and improve their methods. The second class comprises researchers who will apply CADD methods that have been found to perform particularly well in their drug design projects. The latter class includes an innovative plan to crowd-source ligand design, much as FoldIt crowd-sourced protein design. We will engage also extensively with the research community to collect input and maximize the impact of this project.

**PUBLIC HEALTH RELEVANCE:** Computers are used to help design new drugs, and there is great promise for computational methods to become even more precise and effective than they are today. However, creating improved methods requires giving scientists access to many more experimental measurements of the properties of drugs and drug-like molecules than are now available, so that advanced methods can be tested and optimized. The Drug Design Data Resource seeks to meet this need through the creation of new technologies that will allow researchers more and better access to suitable data, enable systematic testing of their methods, and enhance the ability to share and exchange such methods and their results.

**CRITIQUE 1**

Significance: 4
Investigator(s): 1
Innovation: 5
Overall Impact: This project builds on the substantial experience accumulated by the investigators in four years of running the D3R docking resource coupled with the previous experience in preceding CSAR project that was run at the University of Michigan. The team is excellent and so is the understanding of the issues associated with benchmarking of the docking and scoring methods. It is most certainly important to have ongoing activity focusing on benchmarking molecular docking methods and providing feedback both to the individual scientists and research teams. The proposed approaches to automation and increased ability to handle much higher amounts of docking data are technically sound and the importance of having such resource available to the community is well-articulated. However, it appears that the major novelty is the sheer increase of the number of cases subject to benchmarking and evaluation, as well as, perhaps, providing the infrastructure to individual developers to integrate their tools into the workflow run by D3R. In this reviewer’s view, this expectation that the greater access to larger amount of data for benchmarking will dramatically improve respective methods is a questionable supposition. There have been decades of studies many of which have been conducted in private companies and not published but used internally; but thus far, this data has not produced major breakthroughs in docking/scoring outcomes. It would be perhaps more prudent to expect that after about a decade of CSAR/D3R existence, the experience accumulated as a result of method benchmarking would start pointing out some generalized weaknesses or strengths of certain approaches. Unfortunately, such analyses that could drive the investigators’ approach appear to be missing. To some extent, the questionable power of this idea of docking quality improvement as a result of greater number crunching was demonstrated by the recent study into ultrafast docking by the Shoichet group (doi: 10.1038/s41586-019-0917-9). Notably, that study did not focus on either of the two major stated objectives of the grant application, ie, predictions of poses and binding affinities. Rather, the authors looked in improved rates of virtual screening, which is a third critical objective of SBDD and perhaps the most desired expectation of medicinal chemists (ie, selecting which molecules should be tested). It is not quite clear why this element of benchmarking the SBDD methods was left out by the applicants.

Another issue that seems to be a missed opportunity was somewhat articulated by the investigators but not developed further. Specifically, they said, that current benchmarking competitions “do not have the statistical power to distinguish clearly between most methods or to let a developer know whether his or her new approach is truly an improvement”. The investigators are perhaps in the best position to dive into these challenges by the deep comparative analysis of all submissions but there are no plans that would be also based on past experience that would address this interesting challenge. Finally, the Driving Biological Projects, for the most part, do not pursue important experimental questions. They are technology driving but they are not biological in nature, and the most highlighted project, Drug Design at Home, surprisingly, lacks creative thinking as similar objectives have been pursued elsewhere for a long time. Thus, on the balance the project as described is not overwhelming.

1. Significance

Strengths

• There is always a need to provide benchmarking services to researchers in molecular docking.

• The proposed ability to handle large amounts of docking data addresses the community need as the number of scientists using these methods routinely grows.

Weaknesses

• Unclear if mere increase in the throughput of the Resource along with better tool integration into workflows would indeed dramatically impact method development as no analyses that could identify unique, impactful common elements of either docking methods or scoring functions that would most affect method performance, is intended.
• Poor connectivity to the large community of “simple” users that just need access to one best method to solve their practical design problem and who are confused by the larger diversity of tools

2. Investigator(s)

Strengths
• High level of technical expertise
• Experience with D3R resource
• History of strong collaborations

Weaknesses
• None noted.

3. Innovation

Strengths
• Understanding of the power of end-to-end method integration
• Ability to handle diverse docking packages

Weaknesses
• None of the proposed technical approaches have been developed by the investigators

4. Approach

Strengths
• Organizational structure
• Community engagement; letters of support
• Objective approach to docking results comparison
• Synergy between TR&Ds

Weaknesses
• Although TR&Ds synergize strongly this is also a weakness as they appear more as subsets a single TR&D. One illustration of this point is very high similarity between approaches outlined in Figure 4 on p. 384 (TR&D1) and Figure 1 on p. 446 (TR&D2) that effectively only differ in the input data but otherwise are technologically indistinguishable
• No plans to include virtual screening, which is one of the major uses of SBDD
• The hope that automation and throughout increase would improve methodologies is not well-justified
• No plans to create any new approaches to analyze multiple comparative docking studies and infer unique technical elements that improve docking outcomes
• Majority of DBPs are driving technological rather than biological projects.
• DBP9 (drug discovery @ home) is positioned as one of the most innovative; yet it appears to be ignorant of at least several previous similar attempts both in the US and abroad. For comparison, docking@home (http://docking.cis.udel.edu/) has been tried in 2006-2014; it was an interesting exercise but it did not seem to produce much impact and was closed Another similar project (https://drugdiscoveryathome.com/) with somewhat controversial history has been in existence for at least a decade. So it is unclear what is new and why this new incarnation of an old idea would impact SBDD
5. Environment

Strengths
• Excellent infrastructure is available to support the proposed activities

Weaknesses
• None noted.

Study Timeline:

Strengths
• Timeline is reasonable

Weaknesses
• The expected duration of the resource (10-15 years) is not well justified

Protections for Human Subjects:
Not Applicable (No Human Subjects)

Vertebrate Animals:
Not Applicable (No Vertebrate Animals)

Biohazards:
Not Applicable (No Biohazards)

Resubmission:

Renewal:

Revision:

Applications from Foreign Organizations:

Select Agents:

Resource Sharing Plans:
Acceptable

Authentication of Key Biological and/or Chemical Resources:
Not Applicable (No Relevant Resources)

Budget and Period of Support:
Recommend as Requested
CRITIQUE 2

Significance: 2
Investigator(s): 2
Innovation: 5
Approach: 6
Environment: 1

Overall Impact: The Drug Design Data Resource (D3R) was founded as a U01 Cooperative Agreement, and it is now transitioning to a P41 funding mechanism to support a Biomedical Technology Resource Center (BTRC). D3R became influential by organizing the Grand Challenges that engaged the computational drug discovery community and motivated method development. The goal of the new center to further improve ligand-protein pose prediction and affinity prediction / ranking. The main tools to be developed are CELPP (Continuous Evaluation of Ligand Protein Predictions) for pose prediction and CELPP+ for affinity calculation. The idea of CELPP is to select forthcoming PDB entries that include small ligands, and to release relevant information several days before the structures for testing the docking methods. CELPP also includes a Kubernetes-based server that will host fully-automated, containerized workflows of a number of docking algorithms provided by DBPs. While CELPP will substantially increase the number of docking targets, the main problem is that the automated workflow will incorporate physics based docking methods and cannot fully account for all additional information available on the target protein and the ligand. More generally, although the performance of docking methods heavily depends on the properties of the target, including the flexibility of the protein, the resolution of the x-ray structure, the degrees of freedom of the ligand, the affinity of binding, and very heavily of the fact whether there exist structures with compounds similar to the ligand considered bound to the target, limited resources will be available for target curation. In fact, a preliminary implementation of the approach concludes that very different docking methods yield almost identical overall performance, and hence evaluation on diverse targets yields limited information. It is possible that more information could be extracted by additional curation of the results, but this is barely discussed. CELPP+ will provide high-throughput automation of protein-ligand affinity predictions or rankings. BindingDB curators will collect affinity data and route the identities of the proteins and ligands to CELPP+, a Kubernetes cluster where workflows will predict the affinities. Again, additional curation is the key, and the planned resources are minimal. It is likely that most target affinities will be isolated values rather than carefully curated homologous series from the same laboratory and measured by the same method, the calculated affinities will not be comparable. In addition, employing and even testing methods calculating differences in binding free energy (ΔΔG) rather than absolute ΔG values such as FEP and TI will be limited. The co-PIs are experienced computations chemists, but have no first-hand experience in docking, and it seems that the EAB can provide limited help. All innovation in docking and scoring methods is expected to come from the DBPs rather than from the Center. During the D3R challenges the different groups were able to adjust their methodologies for the particular targets, but it may be more difficult to introduce, thereby even hindering method development. Thus, it appears that providing fewer but carefully curated targets in further Grand Challenges would provide more motivation to the DBPs and have better outcome than the planned automated target selection and analysis.

1. Significance

Strengths
- Pose prediction and affinity prediction are among the most important computational steps in drug discovery.
• In spite of the very large number of docking programs, both academic and commercial, it is well recognized the performance of each method heavily depends on the particular application. The success of pose prediction depends on the flexibility of the protein, the resolution of the x-ray structure, the degrees of freedom of the ligand, and the affinity of binding.

• Progress toward improving general pose prediction methods has been slow, and it is unlikely that a general method can be developed that will perform well in all applications. Thus, given a docking problem, the challenge is to select a method that can best use all available information and hence is likely to perform best.

• Similarly, the success of affinity prediction depends on the accuracy of the protein-ligand complex and many other factors, including all information available on the target. Thus, selecting the most appropriate method is a challenge.

• The above description of the current state of docking and scoring indicates the significance of research and need for development toward improved methodology.

Weaknesses
• The big data aspect of the continuous evaluation could be used to judge if a method performs better for a certain protein family. This aspect is important but not elaborated in detail in the proposal.

• It will be valuable if the team could study the sample size needed to reach statistically significant predicting power. However, plans for such – most likely manual – curation of the results is barely discussed.

2. Investigator(s)

Strengths
• The PI, Dr. Rommie Amaro, has excellent educational background and rich experience in computational methods of drug discovery. In particular, she developed methods to incorporate structures from all-atom molecular dynamics simulations in structure-based drug design in a variety of applications, including the investigation of allostery.

• Dr. Amaro has been the director of the National Biomedical Computation Resource, a P41 center with the major goal of developing new multiscale modeling tools and methods to support computational biomedical research.

• The co-PI, Dr. Michael Gilson, is among the most accomplished computational chemists focusing on method development related to receptor-ligand interactions. He is an outstanding theoretician. His contributions includes developing theory and calculation of electrostatic interactions and formulation of models of binding with particular emphasis on host-guest systems.

• Dr. Gilson directs the development of BindingDB, a database of measured protein-ligand binding affinities from the scientific literature and making it searchable and downloadable via a web-accessible database.

• Drs. Amaro and Gilson have been the co-PIs of the NIH U01 project with the goal of establishing the Drug Design Data Resource (D3R), a center aiming at the collection and strategic expansion of datasets from pharmaceutical and academic partners; community engagement and transformation through the D3R challenge activities and workshops. Running the D3R resource clearly provided rich experience to the co-PIs of this P41 application.

Weaknesses
• The Co-PIs and the team of investigators are strong, but have limited hands-on expertise in docking. The data for testing the workflows is likely to require additional curation to determine if such data is appropriate and whether the success or failure in affinity prediction and/or ranking is attributed to the true performance of the algorithms. This expertise seems to be missing in the team.
3. Innovation

Strengths

- The major innovation will be the development of CELPP (Continuous Evaluation of Ligand Protein Predictions) and CELPP+. The idea of CELPP is to select forthcoming PDB entries that include small ligands. Each week, in-house CELPP scripts identify those entries that are suitable for automated docking calculations, including their PDB ID, protein sequence(s), InChIs of any ligands, and the pH of the crystallographic mother liquor. This information will be released several days before the structures themselves for testing the docking methods.

- To test the targets provided by CELPP, the project includes the development of a Kubernetes-based server that will host fully-automated, containerized workflows for pose prediction, created by D3R and DBP (Driving Biological Projects) collaborators.

- Similarly to CELPP, CELPP+ will provide high-throughput automation of protein-ligand affinity predictions or rankings. The idea is that BindingDB curators will collect affinity data and route the identities of the proteins and ligands to CELPP+, a Kubernetes cluster where workflows will predict the affinities.

Weaknesses

- It appears that the only innovative aspect of the project is the development of the CELPP and CELPP+ servers, providing targets and implementing automated docking and affinity prediction methods provided by the DBPs. No potential contributions to the development of methods are discussed. It is possible and is even expected that feedback provided to the DBPs will motivate method development, but no specific plans are discussed.

- While the center will provide automated target collection and evaluation, innovation in docking and scoring methods is expected to come from the DBPs. However, it is possible that due to the containerized workflows the participating DBPs will be more reluctant to adjust the algorithms and thus automation may actually hinder innovation in method development.

4. Approach

Strengths

- It is expected that the development of CELPP and CELPP+ pipelines will increase the number of blinded pose-prediction targets from tens per year to thousands per year, and the number of affinity prediction targets from today’s hundreds per year to tens of thousands per year. In principle the large scale calculations provide improved statistics for the comparison of various algorithms.

- The TR&D is associated with 16 DBPs, although a list of eight is highlighted. The TR&D will help DBPs develop deployment containers as part of the evaluation process. The containers enable ready deployment of complex workflows developed by the DBPs. TR&D will provide more objective assessments of the methods developed in the DBPs. Insight from the TR&D has the potential to benefit DBPs by standardizing workflow, data-exchange, and identifying optimal procedures along a complex multi-step workflow for end-to-end execution.

- The container based workflow will enable non-specialist to try out a variety of methodologies.

Weaknesses

- It is stated that the data released from PDB to CELPP will include the PDB ID, protein sequence, InChIs of any ligands, and the pH of the crystallographic mother liquor, all provided several days before the structures themselves are released in PDB. However, CELPP will not be able all available information
As mentioned, the performance of docking methods heavily depends on the properties of the target, including the flexibility of the protein, the resolution of the x-ray structure, the degrees of freedom of the ligand, and the affinity of binding. In addition, as shown by the D3R Grand Challenges results and noted in the proposal, using existing structural information, such as co-crystal structures of small molecules with the target protein, can increase docking success rates. More generally, all these observations show that there is no pose prediction method that fits all possible targets. The participants of D3R competition were able to select the best approach for the homologous sets of targets, and it is expected that optimizing such selection algorithms will lead to development in docking methodology. However, the potential for such target-dependent development will be largely eliminated by the randomness of targets coming through the CELPP pipeline.

The PIs state that the major impediment is inability to compare computational methods in an unbiased, robust, and expedited way. Although this may be true, the quality of the biochemical/biological and X-ray data is even a bigger problem. The platform proposed to be developed as CELPP+ relies on the BindingDB data that contain datasets that may or may not be appropriate for performance evaluation proposed to be hosted by D3R and developed in TRDPs. Additional curation is likely to be needed. Thus, the proposed scale up of the evaluation depends on availability of carefully selected and curated biological data and annotated binding sites. Without these steps, CELPP+ and the DBPs may be swamped with meaningless noise that would prevent learning anything insightful.

Although it was not demonstrated by the D3R competitions, on a theoretical basis it is expected that most progress in affinity prediction will be provided by free energy perturbation (FEP) and thermodynamic integration (TI) methods that are more rigorous than the semi-empirical and knowledge-based scoring functions. However, FEP and TI calculate differences in binding free energy (ΔΔG) rather than absolute ΔG binding free energies. Such calculations can be performed only for homologous series of compounds. Such compounds were provided in the previous D3R competitions, but are unlikely to come through the planned CELPP+ pipeline.

Based on the above comments, it seems that it would be useful to continue efforts toward collecting pose and affinity data on homologous series as in the previous D3Rs. In fact, the preliminary data on 3,184 blinded ligand-target co-complexes provided by CELPP demonstrate that on the diverse data set all docking methods perform equally well (or equally badly, see Fig 3 on page 70), thus providing essentially no information useful for method development, emphasizing that the real challenge in docking is selecting the best method for a given problem rather than trying to solve all docking problem using the same approach with the same parameters.

5. Environment

Strengths

- UCSD housed the Drug Design Data Resource (D3R), and the environment is excellent to carry out the proposed work.

Weaknesses

- None noted.

Study Timeline:

Protection for Human Subjects:
Not Applicable (No Human Subjects)

Vertebrate Animals:
Not Applicable (No Vertebrate Animals)

Biohazards:

Resubmission:

Renewal:

Revision:

Applications from Foreign Organizations:

Select Agents:

Resource Sharing Plans:

Authentication of Key Biological and/or Chemical Resources:

Budget and Period of Support:
Recommend as Requested

CRITIQUE 3

Significance: 5
Investigator(s): 1
Innovation: 6
Approach: 5
Environment: 1

Overall Impact: Although the Drug Design Data Resource (D3R) is valuable, and the Grand Challenges are helpful, a full-blown P41 Center to support such activities is overkill and unnecessary. Also, the fundamental issue of docking, which is the conformational change induced by the bound ligand is not adequately addressed in the application. Moreover, although many papers have been generated through the past Grand Challenges, there is no clear evidence to indicate that what had been learned from those studies have been implemented into the current docking technologies.

1. Significance:

2. Investigator(s):

3. Innovation:
4. Approach:

5. Environment:

Study Timeline:

**Protections for Human Subjects:**
Not Applicable (No Human Subjects)

**Vertebrate Animals:**
Not Applicable (No Vertebrate Animals)

**Biohazards:**

**Resubmission:**

**Renewal:**

**Revision:**

**Applications from Foreign Organizations:**

**Select Agents:**

**Resource Sharing Plans:**

**Authentication of Key Biological and/or Chemical Resources:**

**Budget and Period of Support:**
Recommend as Requested

TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS (TR&D)

TR&D 1-Drug Design Data Resource: Pose Prediction

Priority Score: 56

CRITIQUE 1

Top Score Drivers:
• The D3R team has extensive expertise in conducting blind challenges of protein-ligand docking. The team is highly visible in the field and can exert large influence on the future of the field of computer-aided-drug-design.

• The proposed high throughput automated testing protocol is more powerful than what is currently available. The insight of high throughput testing potentially will benefit the development and refinement of methods for protein-ligand binding.

• The container based workflow to be developed with the help of a P41 would facilitate the dissemination of the prediction toolchain provided by the DBPs. At the same time, the containers enable easy deployment of the toolchain on cloud based computational resources.

Quality of the Research:

Although the TR&D in itself does not directly address the development of better methods for protein-ligand binding, it is valuable in that it provides a more robust evaluation of existing protocols. The team plans to help research groups convert their protocols into automated workflows that runs in containers for easy deployment.

Preliminary results (CELPP challenge) are good but it showed no clear improvement of the method evaluations over the smaller scale Grand Challenge conducted previously by the D3R team. The bottleneck for ligand design is the development of the actual models for pose prediction and affinity determination. Model evaluation being proposed is of secondary importance but still indispensable.

With container based deployment only has access to a local PBD, one would image it is not necessary to use prerelease PBD co-crystals. A local copy of pre-2019 PBD could be made available to the workflow, with the evaluation preformed on 2019 targets. One could also randomly pick 1000 structures as a test set and only make the remaining structures in the PBD available to the workflow.

The big data aspect of the continuous evaluation could be used to judge if a method performs better for a certain protein family. This aspect is important but not elaborated in detail in the proposal. It will be valuable if the team could study the sample size needed to reach statistically significant predicting power. More ambitious evaluation guided protocol refinement will likely need a larger sample size.

Although no alternative approaches are presented, the technology deployment strategy seems to be rather straightforward; borrowing mature technology from a different field (information technology) to biological modeling problems, the likelihood of success is high.

Minor quibble aside, the TR&D represents state of the art model evaluation and deployment technology in an important area of research and will likely contribute to advance the frontiers.

Overall Technology Development Program:

The pose and affinity TR&D projects are complementary. The model evaluation TR&Ds directly serves several highly successful DBPs. Tools developed by the DBPs are used by a large community of scientists. Through close collaboration with the DBPs, a synergistic push will be made to set standards and best practices for protein-ligand binding.

There is indeed a coherent vision in implementing the advanced evaluation techniques for pose prediction and affinity determination.

The entire arc of the technology development process is projected to be 15 years with the first 5 years being framework development and DBPs recruitments. In the second 5 years, the TR&D is expected to provide more substantial service to the DBPs. DBPs may start to deploy in-house containers developed in collaboration with the TR&D team. The final 5 year goal is not fully defined at least as part of the overall research strategy due to anticipated changes in the field.

The pose prediction related TR&D (TR&D1) is expected to be carried out to completion. I see no major technological impasse. However, it is possible the actual pose-prediction algorithms won’t advance far
enough to have a stand-out winner, leading to ambiguous evaluations if all major players score similarly. Insights from the evaluation process may help advancing the pose-prediction algorithms.

The TR&D mainly serves the community of model developers for pose prediction and affinity determinations. It seems straightforward to make the container based workflow available to non-specialists, thus enabling scientists who are consumers of advanced ligand modeling methodologies to try out multiple prediction protocols easily.

Insights from the evaluations conducted as part of the TR&D projects will benefit DBPs. More extensive evaluations of the methods by the TR&D will guide teams working on different pieces of drug discovery and lead optimization to identify the best approaches for other pieces needed for their work.

The TR&D provides new capacities not currently available. Pose-prediction and affinity determination are of fundamental significance for biomedical research. That being said, the TR&D only addresses the evaluation part of the pose-prediction and affinity determination. Although evaluation is indispensable, it has to be coupled with advances the actual pose and affinity predictions (DBPs) to make the biomedical impact.

The TR&D personnel is suitably qualified to lead the projects.

**Technology Development Partnerships:**

There is no technology development partnerships, but the data sharing through the extensive industrial partnership is big plus for the TR&D.

**Renewal Applications (if applicable):**

**DBP(s) associated with this TR&D: all DBPs.**

**Overall:** The TR&D is associated with 16 DBPs according to the table provided, although a list of eight is highlighted. Specific interactions with each individual DBP are not fully discussed making assessment of interactions more challenging.

The TR&D will help DBPs develop deployment containers as part of the evaluation process. The containers enable ready deployment of complex workflows developed by the DBPs. TR&D will provide more objective assessments of the methods developed in the DBPs. Insight from the TR&D has the potential to benefit DBPs by standardizing workflow, data-exchange, and identifying optimal procedures along a complex multi-step workflow for end-to-end execution.

Although a mutual beneficial relationship is expected, specific examples of the interactions are somewhat lacking in the portfolio descriptions of the DBPs. The DBPs are expected to advance and motivate the TR&Ds in that specific evaluation needs of the DBPs will likely shape the TR&D. However, the DBPs and TR&D are not intimately intertwined in that not pursuing the TR&D may not have large negative impact on the DBPs.

**DBP/TR&D Interactions:**

There is a synergy between TR&D and DBPs in that the TR&D providing critical evaluation and container based deployment vehicles for the DBPs. The DBPs drives the optimal modularize development of the TR&D workflow and data exchange. Potentially DBPs could benefit from insight gained from the evaluations.

**Renewal Applications (if applicable):**
CRITIQUE 2

Top Score Drivers:
1. Collecting different methods. 2. Collecting different data. 3. Integration.
   • There are several distinct goals of the proposed approach which are crucial for lead compound discovery
   • Convert continuous evaluation of ligand pose predictions to a workflow-based challenge
   • Develop and deploy an advanced website to share continuous evaluation of ligand pose prediction results and workflows
   • Analyze CELPP continuous evaluation of ligand pose prediction results to extract scientific insights and value
   • There is an issue about the completeness of the method and data collection in this proposal. Some methods and data resources seem missing.

Quality of the Research:
The TR&D proposed is updated frequently from different methods and results from different sources. The drug pose prediction is an important research area, critical for drug lead compound discovery. The TR&D developed should be used to advance the frontiers of the biomedical research for drug compound discovery. Alternative approaches were suggested to solve the technical issues which may be encountered.

Overall Technology Development Program:
This project is synergistic with a coherent vision for BTRR. The core idea and procedure were addressed in the project description. It was stated that the technology development can be carried out through the completion with the optimization. Efforts should still be made further so that non-expert can use. This proposed study will help the biomedical research for more accurate and reliable molecular level drug discovery. The Resource will be useful for the general community and perhaps the hospitals as well as the doctors for making use of the results from the cutting edge research for the drug discovery. The resource technology is only partly available. Some need more developments and others needed to be pieced together. The Resource TR&D personnel is experienced and qualified to lead these proposed projects.

Technology Development Partnerships:
Technology development partnerships were proposed and justified. It appears that the planned partnerships can lead to successful integration of partner technologies into the resource.

Renewal Applications (if applicable):

DBP(s) associated with this TR&D:
Overall: The significant technology applications appear to be based on the different methods developed and data collected. The proposed DBP should be served as the test bed for the TR&D research project specific to the pose prediction. DPB may motivate R&D in the resource. The technology for proposed DBP may have impact on science. The described interplay between DBPs and TR&Ds in the proposal seems reasonable.
DBP/TR&D Interactions:
There is a tie and synergy between the TR&D project and the DBP in advancing the focal technology.

Renewal Applications (if applicable):


Priority Score: 57

CRITIQUE 1

Top Score Drivers:

- The plan for the development of the platform to compare affinity prediction and ranking (CELPP+) is clear and well-thought through. A web-based demonstration is present and the overall approach has been tested.
- The integration of TRDP2 with other TRDPs is natural and essential for solving the overall biomedical problem – development of robust methods for prediction of small molecule-protein interactions. The format and the involvement of the partners in DBPs would allow a robust testing of the platform. It is synergistic in nature and would accelerate exchange of knowledge between DBPs in an unbiased and timely fashion.
- The team of investigators is strong, appropriate for the efforts proposed, yet it has a moderate weakness. The ultimate goal of the project is facilitation of drug discovery projects. However, the team of investigators has a very limited hands-on expertise in this area. The data for testing the workflows is likely to require additional curation to determine if such data is appropriate and whether the success or failure in affinity prediction and/or ranking is attributed to the true performance of the algorithms. Generation of insights in aim 4 require a set of experts with drug discovery. This expertise in missing in the team.

Quality of the Research:

The TRDP 2 relies on the currently implemented and tested CELPP/D3R Grand Challenges infrastructure, scientific approaches, and technical implementation. These efforts facilitate search and development of the most appropriate CADD methods for accurate methods for prediction of small molecule - protein affinity and relative ranking, key steps in modern drug discovery projects. The search for such methods is usually tedious, slow, and consists of multiple iterations, manual and, often researcher-biased, selection of the docking, scoring, and ranking methodologies appropriate for the therapeutic target of interest.

Although similar approaches and technical implementations exist and have been listed in the proposal, these technologies/resources/efforts are too small in the scale/magnitude and the scope compared to those proposed in this application. The comparison of the docking/virtual screening methods implemented in the PI’s previous D3R Grand Challenges and those by other research groups, although useful, are too small in size to show statistically significant difference in the accuracy of the methods. Hence, efforts proposed in this TRDP are fully justified.

The proposed efforts will generate a compendium of docking, scoring, and ranking workflows for a very large number of currently known therapeutic targets or homologous proteins suitable for rational selection by individual drug discovery teams and quick implementation on the local computational resources. Considering tight integration with BindingDB and many other publicly accessible databases, this effort should be able to serve not only as a sandbox for testing the novel state of the art
computational approaches to CADD (developed in the DBP) but also to disseminate the findings and to connect the CADD developers with the drug discovery teams that would benefit from these new technologies.

Alternative approaches for solving this particular technological problem have not been presented. Since the working model of the technology already exists and have been tested by the PI, DBP partners, and community, it is unclear if the alternative approaches are needed for the software/hardware part of the platform that would test the affinity prediction and ranking algorithms. However, addressing the extraction of the insights process in aim 4 may require multiple alternative approaches to be tested, which are not presented. For instance, affinity prediction and ranking are highly context dependent (open or closed binding site, solvent exposed, flexibility/induced fit, etc), and the appropriate methods are either developed or the appropriate methods are chosen by the researchers who handle this specific problem. It is unclear if this information will be passed on to the CELPP+ workflows from the PDB or if the BindingDB would extract and contain this type of data during the X-ray model import step from the PDB.

The PI states that the major impediment is inability to compare computational methods in an unbiased, robust, and expedited way. Although this may be true, the quality of the biochemical/biological and X-ray data is even a bigger problem. The platform proposed to be developed relies on the BindingDB data that contain datasets that may or may not be appropriate for performance evaluation proposed to be hosted by D3R and developed in TRDPs. Additional curation is likely to be needed. It is mentioned that the appropriate error metrics will be defined together with the CADD community, but it does not appear to be sufficient. The success of the evaluation step in aim 4 hinges on yet to defined criteria and no alternative approaches are proposed. It seems that the proposed scale up of the CELPP+ project 2 depends on availability of carefully selected and curated biological data and annotated binding sites. Without these steps, the BindingDB and the DBPs may be swamped with meaningless noise that would prevent learning anything insightful.

Overall Technology Development Program:
All the proposed TRDP projects are highly complementary and synergistic as they are essential components of the task typically addressed by pose and affinity prediction and ranking (TRDP 1 and 3). The overall vision of the proposed TRDP program is coherent, and is largely based on the overarching hypothesis that further CADD method development and implementation is impeded by the lack of a standardized technological platform for robust readily interpretable comparison of the existing and newly developed methodologies for docking, scoring, and ranking as applied to drug discovery projects. The proposal has a plan to integrate the workflows and the results of the data to the already widely used BindingDB database publicly available on the web. The plan also includes testing the technological solution with two researchers whose primary research interests are development of novel small molecule therapeutic agents, Drs Harki and Wagner, who are considered non-specialists as it pertains to the development and implementation of the proposed technology. If successful, the proposed TRDP will synergize efforts of multiple biomedical researcher groups that are involved in drug discovery either directly or indirectly. The proposed resource is unique in the technological objectives it is trying to achieve, the scope of the involved DBP components, the magnitude of the effort, and integration with other already resources. The resource is already available in its limited form and generally utilized by multiple academic and industrial researchers. The proposed resource is also unique as it would allow to combine a diverse set of affinity and ranking predictions evaluated in a standardized fashion across multiple protein targets and small molecule chemotypes, resulting in an unbiased and independent comparison of the methods, parameters, datasets, etc.

The technology development in TRDP2 is likely be carried through to completion as the PI and the team has committed to the project as evidenced by successful implementation of the previous iteration of CELPP+/D3R. The PI also has secured expertise and interest of the method development researchers and the non-specialists listed in the DBP, who will be the users of the platform. My only concern is that the team has no internal expertise in all the aspects of Aim 4 (see below). This may
potentially lead to the situation where the usefulness to the drug discovery efforts, which is the ultimate
goal of the resource, is minimal.

The personnel involved is highly qualified to lead these projects. A demonstration of their qualifications
already exists as evidenced by CELPP/D3R platform and multiple letters of support. This is a strength.

That said, the team of researchers is largely CADD oriented with expertise in multiple areas of
computer-aided/computational biomedical research. Many aspects of the efforts proposed rely on
curation and selection of the data that will be used to test the pose and affinity prediction and ranking
as applied to drug discovery. None of the team seems to have hands-on experience in drug discovery,
which is a moderate weakness of this proposal. Linda Hwang is listed as a person responsible for
curation of the data. Her qualifications and expertise are unclear since her biosketch is not present.

Although BindingDB can provide data that have been already curated, it cannot provide high level of
scientific insights into the quality of the assays and the experimental data necessary for analysis of the
outcomes of docking. It is unlikely that partnerships with Drs Harki and Wagner are sufficient to cover
these aspects. It is unclear who will be responsible for extracting the insights in aim 4. To be able to do
all this, the team would need to have a vast expertise not only in computational methodologies but also
in modern screening techniques, assay development, medicinal chemistry, biology, etc. None of this
expertise is present in the team. It does not appear that the EAB would be able to contribute to this
effort either. Although community involvement may provide the necessary evaluation of the docking
efficiencies and underlying biological data, this effort may quickly degrade if the quality of the data used
for optimization of the workflow is poor.

**Technology Development Partnerships:**

Not applicable

**Renewal Applications (if applicable):**

**DBP(s) associated with this TR&D: Drug Design Data Resource: Driving Biomedical Projects**

**Overall:** It appears that the PI and the team vision for DBPs (only one is included in this application)
relies primarily on developing a platform for the partners who contribute their computational
methodologies to the workflows, design and evaluation of interaction with BindingDB and D3R data
uploaded to BindingDB, and testing the user interface. It is anticipated that availability of the platform
and the standardized way to interact with the platform will facilitate development of the better docking,
scoring, and ranking methods.

These partnerships include 14 different groups of researchers contributing their codes to the technology
development. Importantly, it is envisioned that by participating in TRDPs and DBP, the partners will
have access to quick (weekly) and unbiased evaluation of the performance of their methods and also
obtain insights into their own code optimization and improvement of the software overall. There are also
two partners Drs. Drs Harki and Wagner who will test the practical application of the technology
platform proposed to be developed. A plan for collaborating with non-specialists is outlined and appears
to be limited to user interface testing and evaluation of the decision-making at the point of the end-user.
Although it may be sufficient, the team may benefit from additional testing in real-life drug discovery
projects to demonstrate the power of the resource with a wider variety of the biological targets and
difficulty of the projects.

**DBP/TR&D Interactions:**

The proposed DBP interactions will include multiple method and software developers from academic
and industrial laboratories. This is appropriate and desirable to ensure that standardization of the
technological solution accounts for a large variety of possible permutations of the required input data,
complexity of algorithms and the required computational resources. A description of the partnership
with Drs. Drs Harki and Wagner, non-specialists in the development of technology, is present and a rationale for their involvement is outlined. The technology development partners are committed to participating in TRDP2 efforts as evidenced by their letters of support.

TRDP2 and DBP are the essential components of the proposed resource. It is anticipated that both TRDP2 and DPB would benefit from gaining access to a unified platform to test affinity prediction and ranking methods by rapid testing of the technologies with the same datasets. It is also anticipated that a direct comparison of the affinity prediction and ranking methods would identify common strength and weaknesses, hence, it would facilitate better understanding of the underlying scientific problems.

There is clear synergy between TRDP2 and DPB participants in advancing the focal technology within the proposed resource as well as in advancing the underlying science of the DBP participants.

Renewal Applications (if applicable):

CRITIQUE 2

Top Score Drivers:

- The pressing need for a rigorous approach for comparing and validating methods for predicting protein-ligand binding affinity
- Creation of modular workflows instantiated in current state-of-the-art container framework
- The need to expand the community of partners to include more of the leaders in affinity prediction, especially those developing and applying free energy perturbation and related methodologies

Quality of the Research:

Computer-aided drug design, while widely used for impact in the pharmaceutical industry, has reached a plateau, with few true innovations or improvements in methodology. An important root cause of this stagnation is the inability to rigorously compare and validate methods across a wide range of test cases, especially test cases that are blinded. TR&D 002 therefore is likely to advance the frontiers of biomedical research by providing the required rigorous assessment methodology and thereby enabling a fresh burst of methodological improvements. The work proposed here would have value in its own right in the development of methodologies for statistically relevant comparisons and the identification of important factors leading to success or failure of affinity prediction methods.

Overall Technology Development Program:

TR&D 002 will provide a critical resource to the computational research community, for the first time enabling a rigorous approach to validation of methods for binding affinity prediction. There is currently no comprehensive way to assess these complicated, multi-parameter methodologies, and therefore the published literature provides only a collection of anecdotal application of these methods to protein-ligand affinity data sets. The resource to be created here offers the potential for a systematic understanding of the current state of the art of these methods, allowing careful assessment of the factors influencing performance. TR&D 002 is well integrated into the other two TR&D projects, which strengthens the likelihood of success for TR&D 002. The co-PIs have already containerized two docking codes within the TR&D 002 framework, which provides some evidence of their ability to containerize affinity prediction codes at a higher level of theory than docking; it is likely, however, that the team will face challenges in early years in how best to containerize and document the more complicated, more parameter-rich affinity prediction methodologies.

There is a high likelihood that the technology development will be carried out to completion; the primary leading indicator of full completion will be the successful transition from the team’s current
containerized workflows of docking for affinity prediction to a demonstration of at least one fully containerized workflow for a more complex affinity prediction method such as free energy perturbation calculations. The TR&D 002 team shows evidence of deep expertise in both the scientific aspects of the computational methods and in the instantiation of suitable computational infrastructure and are well placed to lead this project. Close partnership with DBPs 6 and 14 in particular will give the team direct feedback on how best to implement these workflows for use by non-computational, non-specialist users.

**Technology Development Partnerships:**
The co-PIs have assembled a strong set of partners spanning docking codes, physics-based and machine-learning affinity prediction methods, and application to real-world drug discovery problems. Partnering with the MolSSI and BioSimSpace initiatives is an important strategy for moving these methods towards robust, modern computer science practice. However, this TR&D would be significantly strengthened if the list of partners included some of the more prominent research groups who develop and apply affinity prediction methods. The co-PIs have assembled a subset of their DBPs that focus on affinity prediction at higher levels of theory than docking; those researchers are solid, but it would be good to expand to include one or two more of the key influencers in the field who could encourage active participation in containerizing affinity prediction workflows.

**Renewal Applications (if applicable):**

**DBP(s) associated with this TR&D:**

**Overall:** The crowd-sourced DBPs, especially DBP 9 which includes Boehringer Ingelheim, are likely to present interesting drug discovery challenges for the workflows being developed; these would be expected to involve protein systems beyond the types (e.g., protein kinases) typically seen outside of the pharmaceutical industry and will provide a useful test bed for both pose prediction and affinity prediction workflows. In addition, the continuation of D3R Grand Challenges is likely to incubate a flow of new DBP relationships, and the containerized workflows to be developed will enable other researchers to make use of affinity prediction methodologies without necessarily becoming official DBPs.

**DBP/TR&D Interactions:**
While the full list of DBPs has the strongest connections to TR&D 001 due to the history of D3R, DBPs 4, 7, 8, 9, and 10 in particular will be instrumental in building out the initial containerized workflows for TR&D 002 and will allow for a rich interplay between validating current state and iteratively improving future state of affinity prediction methods.

**Renewal Applications (if applicable):**

**TR&D 3 - Drug Design Data Resource: Data & Data Analytics**

**Priority Score:** 59

**CRITIQUE 1**

**Top Score Drivers:**
• Several proposed advance on data analytics.
• Collecting and curating the protein-ligand interaction data.
• Archiving workflows and challenge results with associated protein-ligand interaction data.
• Serving data to project websites, CELPP+ workflows and the research community

Quality of the Research:
TR&D continues updating. Supposed to provide the newest data collection of the protein-ligand interaction data. This is useful for the biomedical research especially the drug lead compound identification. Alternatives have been proposed.

Overall Technology Development Program:
The proposed TR&D projects are synergistic with a coherent vision. The main procedures of the technology development process were described in the TR&D projects. The technology development and data collection appear to be carried through to completion with optimization. Improvements are still needed for use by nonexperts. This will help to serve a platform for biomedical researchers to use in identifying potential drug targets. This data resource will be convenient and useful to the research community and for further advances in research on drug discovery. The data resource technology is only partly available and will need to be developed further. The data resource TR&D personnel are qualified to lead these specialized projects.

Technology Development Partnerships:
The technology development partnerships were proposed and justified? It seems that this will lead to a successful integration of partner technologies into the Resource.

Renewal Applications (if applicable):

DBP(s) associated with this TR&D:

Overall: The proposal for developing significant applications is based on the high-quality data collection from biomedical research. The proposed DBP can be used as a driver for speeding up the data collection and platform construction. The DBP study will certainly motivate technological R&D in the Resource. The technology for software development, serving data to project websites, CELPP+ workflows and the research community is suitable for the proposed DBPs and is expected to have impact on the science studies. The proposed DBPs will drive for TR&D research. The described interplay between DBPs and TR&Ds is useful.

DBP/TR&D Interactions:
There is a tie between the TR&D project and the DBP in advancing the technology.

Renewal Applications (if applicable):

CRITIQUE 2

Top Score Drivers:
• The overall plan for the improvement and development of novel capabilities within BindingDB to acquire ligand-protein affinity data, co-crystal data, and dissemination of the achievements is
clear and has been previously tested with a similar type of data. The BindingDB project is well respected and serves as a free and easily accessible source of information for drug discovery projects. That said, overreliance on automatic or somewhat superficial curation of the affinity and crystallographic data may result in the overall impediment of the technology development in TRDP1 and 2 and DBP.

- TRDP3 and other parts of the proposal are complementary and synergistic and are likely to succeed if the quality of the data supplied to TRDP1 and 2 and DBP is high.
- The team of investigators is strong and has exceptional track record and demonstrated experience in working database solution (BindingDB). The team may benefit by including personnel that will be able to guide, implement, and execute additional necessary curation efforts as well as experts in assay development, crystallography, and other aspects of drug discovery.

**Quality of the Research:**

In this proposal, the PI aims to develop a technology solution for collecting data for ligand-receptor docking, affinity prediction/scoring, and ranking and workflows and computational results (CELPP+ results) in the BindingDB as well as development of web-based interface and API for dissemination of the data to the collaborators and the public. BindingDB is one of the two databases in the world (ChEMBL is another one) that contains comparable data relevant to development of small molecules as therapeutics. Both BindingDB and ChEMBL exchange their data, which leads to a faster overall growth of the curated data in both databases. Addition of curated crystallographic data, docking workflows, and outcomes of the workflow comparisons to BindingDB would further contribute to increasing its value to laboratories working on drug discovery as well as to broader research community.

The overall quality of research efforts in aims 2 and 3 is high and appropriate for advancement drug discovery to new frontiers.

Aim 1 may require alternative approaches. The way it is written indicates that the curation of the data will be done in an automated or semi-automated fashion. Although the proposed minimal curation (based on the proposed personnel effort) this may work in very straightforward cases (e.g. ATP binding site in kinases), anyone who worked on a drug discovery project knows that it is a much more involved process. It is stated that 50,000 (+25,000) data (which seems to mean activity/affinity for one compound) will be curated per year. This would translate to 1000 sources (50 compounds per publication, which is a very optimistic estimate) curated automatically or with the help of one FTE working ca 2-3 month (50-75 days). This is an overly ambitious goal. It is difficult to imagine that high quality curation is possible using the process described in aim 1. Unless the protein target is well explored, and large amount of verifiable data are generated, which would also mean that the target is unlikely to be of interest to non-experts, the “manual” curation of one target and its ligands would require at least one day by a highly skilled expert.

The same concern is true for collecting and curating crystallographic data. Since the success of the resource depends on the quality of the biological and X-ray data used to test and optimize workflows, absence of a sound and convincing to drug discovery experts plan for data curation is disappointing.

**Overall Technology Development Program:**

TRDP3 is an essential cheminformatics component of TRDP1 and 2. It is both complementary and synergistic. None of the efforts proposed in TRDP1 and 2 are possible without TRDP3. On the other hand, further increase in the number and variety of the datasets in TRDP3 available for TRDP1 and 2 would accelerate development of better workflows and overall success of CELPP+. The description of TRDP3 is well thought through (except aim 1), have well described plan, and includes a working demonstration of what to expect since BindingDB is functional and available for use by the public worldwide. The proposal covers all the necessary aspects of technology development process except high quality curation of data. BindingDB is already a unique compendium of drug discovery relevant
data. Additional inclusion of the X-ray and docking data would further strengthen its utility both as a standalone resource as well as to serve the input data to the TRDP1 and 2.

Several aspects of data collection appear to rely primarily on the existing approaches, community effort, and possible involvement of the members of EAB. The team itself does not appear to have sufficient resources and expertise to assess the quality and usefulness of the data. The automated collection of the affinity/activity data without careful curation would not result in the outcomes expected (see also comments in the previous section). It is proposed to use an automated process to link the affinity/activity and X-ray data. Absence of sensible curation before using X-ray data may result in unpredictable results. For instance, it is not unusual to find multiple copies of the protein and small molecule ligands in co-crystal structures. Sometimes these multiple copies are just what they – multiple copies in the asymmetric unit cell, sometimes they are a part of the dimer, trimer, tetramer, etc, and sometimes they form completely artificial multimer interaction found only in the X-ray structure. Curation of X-ray structures for novel or less explored targets is not an easy task and may take one day of intense investigation of the topic by an advanced PhD level highly skilled expert. It does not appear that such level of curation is either proposed or even possible with the personnel involved. Inclusion of the ligand-protein complex without rigorous curation, on the other hand, may result in overall noise and distortion of the “insights” developed in TRDP1 and 2. The quality of data – affinity, co-crystal – is the cornerstone of the success of the proposed technology. This aspect is almost completely ignored in the proposal.

As stated, the overall goal of the proposal/resource is to enable dramatic advances in development of novel CADD methods, algorithms, approaches. Accumulation of high quality data proposed in Aim 1 does not appear to be possible with the methods proposed. Since availability of the high quality data is key to advancing to the next level in CADD, completion of the project and use of the resource by non-specialists may be impeded.

The TRDP3 (and other TRDPs) personnel is suitable for the majority of the proposed activities. However, it is difficult to imaging how dramatic advances in CADD are possible without active participation of experts in drug discovery other than those involved in CADD, i.e. biologists, crystallographers, medicinal chemists, etc, and appropriate support and guidance for collection and appropriate curation of affinity/activity and X-ray data.

Technology Development Partnerships:

Renewal Applications (if applicable):

DBP(s) associated with this TR&D: Drug Design Data Resource: Driving Biomedical Projects

Overall: The improvement in the ligand placement, affinity prediction, and ranking methods is the major function of the DBP projects. It is expected that the DBP partners will develop and upload their workflows for testing using the unbiased methods developed by TRDP. There will be a constant interaction between DBPs partners and TRDPs to improve and refine the technology for data storage and exchange of the performance data. The two non-specialist experts Drs Harki and Wagner will test the user interfaces and usability of the data uploaded by the workflows for their research.

DBP/TR&D Interactions:
The proposed DBP partnerships are an essential part of the technology proposed to be developed. The technology is fully dependent on the development of workflows and testing by the the DBP partners and possibly by a wider research community. There is clear synergy between DBP and TRDP.

Renewal Applications (if applicable):
DRIVING BIOMEDICAL PROJECTS:

Priority Score: 70

CRITIQUE: The issue of this DBP is that the PI and other co-investigators of the project fail to demonstrate the scientific significance of the proposed studies. There are no preliminary data to show why the proposed DBP is scientific significant. For example, for each docking, only one pose, the correct one, is useful; however, in the application, the reason for the evaluation of other poses is not very clear. There are a lot of statements in the proposal; however, there are few data to back up those statements.

Renewal Applications (if applicable):

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:

Priority Score: 32

CRITIQUE 1

Quality of the Community Engagement Plans:
The Drug Design Data Resource (D3R) was founded as a U01 Cooperative Agreement, and is now transitioning to a P41 funding mechanism to support a Biomedical Technology Resource Center (BTRC). The Center has a cogent and tightly focused goal concerning a particular need of the research community, namely the necessity to rationally improve computationally-driven drug design (CADD) methods in terms of precision, effectiveness and throughput in the two key challenges of CADD, ligand-protein pose prediction and affinity prediction / ranking, with the ultimate goal of creating new and improved medications.

Because the overarching goal of the D3R is to address a pressing need in the biomedical community for effective methods to test the accuracy of computer aided drug design methods and increase their size and scope, an effective Community Engagement strategy is of particular importance for this Center (as stated, “community engagement is at the heart of D3R”). The Center has already established an extremely strong track record in this regard, and as noted the Center’s success has been predicated on intense community-centered efforts, making D3R an important hub for CADD developers throughout the community; indeed, there are already potentially over 12,000 registered users through the online resources such as HADDOCK (Utrecht) and AutoDock Vina (Scripps) already available through Center members and collaborators.

A multifaceted, well integrated and already proven Community Engagement tactic is presented by a highly qualified team in order enhance the Center’s visibility among researchers, including the community challenges (Aim 1), organizing workshops, “hackathons” and online training activities (of which the Biomedical Big Data Training Collaborative online resource and the innovative webinars, with excellent attendances, are already excellent examples) (Aim 2), additional expansion of web-based outreach (Aim 3), presentation / hosting at conferences, and regular publication (also called Aim 3 but presumably Aim 4). The Center plans on strong leveraging of available resources in the community to further expand their outreach. In this, it is particularly important how the Center has already engaged the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries (sometimes overlooked by other BTRRs) in companies such as Novartis and Janssen, in particular to provide and collaborate on their extremely valuable protein-ligand datasets – and numerous data sharing agreements to supply large amounts of
unpublished ligand-protein interaction data are already in place. Innovation is mainly focused on the improvement of many of the most proven successful approaches and expansion of users, as for example in the implementation of new “rolling challenges” to complement the existing Grand Challenges, and extending training sessions to webinars with significantly greater outreach potential. Collectively it is clear that the D3R’s Community Engagement plans are practical, impactful, sustainable and can reach and can be readily accessed a broad range of relevant biomedical researchers. It is particularly notable that there is a well-conceived plan for how community engagement will be pursued and matured over the projected 10-15 year arc for the Center. The Center starts with the strong advantage of building upon already-initiated and successfully implemented means for interaction with the community, such as the annual Grand Challenges and workshops, and much of the initial work will focus on expanding upon the existing software and administrative / organizational infrastructure to support the community engagement, with a gradual switch to individual research grant support, automation (and so reduced costs), commercialization and in-house installation as the Center matures, but while maintaining strong archival plans using recognized and durable public databases.

Community Engagement Training:
The training sessions and webinars are yet another example of how the Center has already implemented highly successful facets of its overall Community Engagement strategy. Starting with a suitably qualified and highly experienced team, there is an outstandingly logical attention to detail of how to take resources and developments at the Center and implement them as training, by starting with the annual workshops and developing from there, and for example recognizing that the modularization of workflows naturally lends themselves to division of corresponding training modules. The Center is also already keeping track of various metrics to assess the success of their outreach efforts including online user numbers, user workloads, and workshop attendances (e.g., 55 participants in the Grand Challenge 4, the metrics of CE Fig 5, location data as in CE Fig 4). While no formal collaboration service component is proposed during the first phase of the D3R as a BTRR, however, in the context of the TR&Ds, DBPs and other strong outreach efforts such as training and challenges, the proposed model seems very appropriate and seems extremely likely to continue in its already very successful efforts to enable adoption of the D3R’s resources and approaches in the wider community.

Dissemination of Resources:
The Center presents an ambitious, extensive, yet practical and proven approach to rapid and widespread resource dissemination, which involves a great deal of productive two-way engagement with users, developers and other members of the biomedical community, involving efforts already discussed above. The ultimate metric of success, already being effectively monitored as a substantial part of the Center’s efforts, is the significant improvement in the accuracy of protein-ligand pose and affinity predictions due to D3R activities. The D3R thus distinguishes itself by not considering classical publication as the major metric, rather it is how they can improve the community that is their crucial direct metric. The Center for example has the laudable objective of expanding the current approach of holding annual blinded prediction challenges, that currently use only tens of crystal structures and several hundred affinities as test beds (which has proven insufficient to clearly draw statistically rigorous conclusions concerning which CADD methodologies are performing better in particular areas). This expansion is envisioned to involve the development of an integrated technology set to assess CADD methods with thousands of test cases per year. This will be accomplished through the generation and widespread dissemination of effective methods and community-wide blinded prediction challenges to test the accuracy of CADD-based approaches by tapping into the continual supply of newly-deposited PDB entries to generate objective, large-scale tests for such approaches to increase their reproducibility and rigor, and by developing automated workflows to increase the scale and throughput of these validated CADD methodologies. The D3R’s Continuous Evaluation of Ligand Protein Predictions (CELPP) pilot initiative has already provided extremely encouraging results supporting the feasibility of the Center’s proposed strategy. Of particular note is the Center’s plan to develop a crowd-sourced ligand design game, analogous to the extremely successful and impactful
“FoldIt” crowd sourced protein design online game. This will, as noted, require and engender extensive and highly interactive engagement with the research community and potentially larger public in order to maximize both the necessary crowd-sourced input and the eventual impact of this approach. Moreover, the highly organized and selective use of social media such as email lists and Twitter is noted as a great strength. Another crucial aspect of the Center’s emerging outreach is the effort to help establish data standards and methods standards for the user community, as is utilizing the resources and experience of Center members in data curation and management, and database development. Overall, resource dissemination is likely to continue be another great strength of the D3R.

Renewal Applications (if applicable):
N/A

CRITIQUE 2

Quality of the Community Engagement Plans:
The CE plan is divided into three aspects: blinded challenges, an annual workshop, and software hackathons.

Blinded challenges have a specific start time and provide participants (CADD method developers) with a way to test their ability to predict results from unpublished experiments. The program has already been running through a U01 mechanism and gets about 50 participants each year. This will be continued for on “approximately an annual basis for at least the first few years”. It may be sunsettled based on feedback. If it were it would be in favor of a continuous challenge where the start date isn’t set but participants can sign up on a rolling basis. Both of these approaches appear to be good ways for the community to get training and engaged. The plan would be better if more detail could be provided about the categories of participants that are expected to participate and the precise metrics that will be used to decide whether to move from one approach to the other. What will the evaluation metrics be?

An annual workshop will continue to be held – again it is presently funded from a U01. A clear description of who attends, how long the workshop is, who teaches at it are not provided. It is mentioned that the 2017 workshop was for 5 hours so presumably all were and will be 5 hours long? This seems like too short of a time for people from across the country to travel for. Again, there are no real metrics provided for how people will be recruited or the program evaluated. The virtual workshop seems to be popular according to a provided table with up to 126 participants, but did these folks stay on the phone the whole time or come and go? And there is little description about how to assess how well the participants learned or benefited from it.

Finally hackathons will be used. This is the least well-described component. For example, “we plan to host, and have budgeted for at least intensive hackathons, held at least annually…” There just isn’t much description of this activity to fully understand the rationale, the audience, and how success will be measured.

Cost to participate is not described. Neither is recruitment. It does seem like the three activities are built to provide a range of training; however, there just isn’t enough detail here.

Community Engagement Training:
Training will focus on “best practices for pose-prediction and affinity ranking using CADD methods”. The training will be developed and led by D3R team members or community experts. It appears training will be done there computer modules that I assume are developed by team members? They will be piloted at the annual workshop. They will then go to the Biomedical Big Data Training Collaborative (BBDTC). Not much detail is provided about this other than it exists and was funded by a R25 grant. Electronic media will also be used to share information.
It would be most helpful to understand specific modules that will be developed, i.e., topics, how many per year, who is developing them exactly, etc. It would also be helpful to know how many users already exist for the BBDDTC and what that demographic is. Altogether this component doesn’t provide enough information to really understand what is going to happen. Clearly some training will be accomplished in the CE activities above as well.

Dissemination of Resources:
The center aims to disseminate both data and results through different mechanisms. The primary mode of results dissemination will be peer-reviewed articles. Note the DR3 challenges are already published in a special issue of Computer-Aided Drug Design and this will continue with funding of the center. This is a neat and innovative form of dissemination. A goal of annual publications or seminars delivered is not projected. Data will be disseminated in via a variety of web-based repositories. A website does already exist and shows a high number of page views since 2015. This is impressive.

Renewal Applications (if applicable):

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:
The administrative team of Professors Rommie E. Amaro and Michael K. Gilson has already amply demonstrated that they have the expertise, capacity, and experience to effectively supervise and manage the D3R. Professor Burley’s participation provides the needed direct administrative involvement of PDB. The qualifications of these three are simply outstanding. The assignation of three highly-qualified technical lead administrators (Altintas, Grethe and Hill) answering to the Co-Directors recognizes the need for a more focused supervision of the main driving technologies of the D3R, and the assignation of an experienced administrative assistant (Simas) is again sensible. The D3R also has the advantage of a strong central organization around UCSD campus’ “Big Data freeway system”. Some aspects of administration, such as the precise mechanisms for initiation or termination of DBPs or the pathways for potential conflict resolution, are not explicit in this proposal but are implicit in the architecture of the administration, e.g. in the annual EAC progress review or proposed ad hoc virtual meetings.

The EAC SAB membership represents the broad and comprehensive skillsets needed by the Center. The team of Challenge-oriented external evaluators to perform prediction evaluations and analysis is also a sensible augmentation to the advisory group, and will likely (continue to) provide valuable input in several areas of D3R development.

As discussed above, the resource has detailed and cogent sustainability plans.

DR3 will have two co-Directors – Professor Amaro and Gilson. Amaro is a rising star and has already served as the Director of the sunsetting P41, the National Biomedical Computation Resource. Gilson is an M.D./Ph.D. and leader in theoretical and computational molecular recognition. There is also a sub-contract that has its own PI – Ilkay Altintas. Several technical leads are listed. Given the experience of Co-Director Amaro with another P41 there is little doubt the group will have great experience for this proposed new center.

The plan would be improved by organizational chart that shows how the staff and components come together. How they will all interact is not described. No conflict resolution plan is provided and this really should be considered given the Co-Directing structure that is proposed. An operating procedure is described, but little to no governance detail is presented. Overall, there just isn’t sufficient procedural or structural information presented here. Given that, it is a concern on whether the BTRR will function in an integrated and multi-disciplinary way. This is a sizeable weakness with the administrative plan.

A seven member EAC is described in the proposal and members are listed. They appear to come from across the US and from both industry and academia. The plan is for the EAC to meet once yearly and
individually as needed. During the annual meetings the EAC will review progress, provide guidance, and deliver feedback from community. The members selected for participation in the EAB seem appropriate for the center’s mission. No discussion of how committee members will be rotated on and off is present. Overall the EAC is already in place. The application would be improved if it described how long the terms were and how new members will be selected. That said, it seems this detail is certainly manageable by the PIs.

The main plan for sustainability is that the core technologies will mature and that upon the maturation process will be less costly to maintain. It is also suggested that increased automation in future years will likely lead to cost reductions. Finally, as technology matures it will become shareable and other groups can run it on their own servers. That may be true, but there will still likely be the need for support of those users. Overall the sustainability plan could benefit from some further consideration.
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